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These notes are about digital signature algorithms based on SIDH [5, 9, 13]
and CSIDH [4, 1]. These signatures (as well as the signatures from the other
part of Week 4) are constructed by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform [8]
to a Sigma protocol for a hard relation. Therefore, in Section 1 will first
explain what sigma protocols are and how to transform them into signature
schemes. Then, we will explore an SIDH-based signature scheme in Section 2,
and CSIDH-based signature schemes in Section 3.

1 Signatures from sigma protocols

[Readers who are familiar with sigma protocols and the Fiat-Shamir trans-
form can skip this section without problems.]

Version 1.2. This work was supported by CyberSecurity Research Flanders with ref-
erence number VR20192203 and the Research Council KU Leuven grants C14/18/067 and
STG/17/019. Ward Beullens is funded by FWO post-doctoral fellowship 1240722N.
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1.1 Sigma protocols

Many signature algorithms (e.g., Schnorr signatures) are based on so-called
sigma protocols. A sigma protocol is a type of proof of knowledge protocol
between a prover P and a verifier V , where the prover wants to convince
the verifier that for some statement x, he knows a witness w, such that
(x,w) ∈ R, for some relation R. Informally, we want the sigma protocol to
be complete, which means that an honest prover can always convince the
verifier that he knows a witness, we want the sigma protocol to be sound,
which means that if a prover does not know a witness, he can only convince
the verifier with a limited probability, and we want the protocol to be zero-
knowledge, which means that the prover does not reveal anything about the
statement, except the fact that there is a witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R.
More formally, a sigma protocol is defined as follows:

Definition 1. We say Σ = (P1, P2, V2) is a sigma protocol with challenge
space C, for a relation R if the following properties are satisfied:

Three-round public coin. The prover P starts the protocol by generating
a first message a ← P1(x) (often called a commitment), and sending it to
the verifier V . Then, the verifier chooses a challence c ← C uniformly at
random from the challenge space C, and sends it to P . Finally, P computes
a response r ← P2(c) (P1 and P2 share a state.) and sends it to V , who runs
the verification algorithm V2(x, a, c, r), which outputs 1 or 0, signalling that
V accepts or rejects the proof respectively. (see Fig. 1)

Completeness/correctness. The completeness (sometimes called correct-
ness) property says that if both parties follow the protocol, and if the prover
uses a valid witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R, then the verifier will accept the
proof with probability 1. I.e., for all (x,w) ∈ R, we have

Pr

V2(x, a, c, r) = 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
a← P1(x,w)
c← C
r ← P2(c)

 = 1 .

Special Soundness. A sigma protocol has special soundness if there exists
an efficient extractor algorithm that given two transcripts (x, a, c, r) and
(x, a, c′, r′), with V (x, a, c, r) = V (x, a, c′, r′) = 1, and c 6= c′ outputs a
witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R.

Special honest-verifier zero-knowledge. A sigma protocol is special
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Prover(x,w) Verifier(x)

a← P1(x,w)
a−−−−→

c← C
c←−−−−

r ← P2(c)
r−−−−→

Return V2(x, a, c, r)

Figure 1: The structure of a general sigma protocol.

honest-verifier zero-knowledge if there exists an efficient simulator S that
given x and c ∈ C outputs transcripts (x, a, c, r) that are indistinguishable
from transcripts of honest executions of the protocol. More precisely, for
every (x,w) ∈ R, and every c ∈ C we require that

S(x, c) ≈
{

(x, a, c, s)

∣∣∣∣ a← P1(x,w)
r ← P2(c)

}
.

If the distributions are statistically close, then the sigma protocol has sta-
tistical special honest-verifier zero-knowledge, and if the distributions are
only computationally indistinguishable, then we say the sigma protocol is
computationally special honest-verifier zero-knowledge.

Remark 1. The special soundness property implies that a prover that does
not know a witness cannot convince a prover with probability larger than
1/|C|. Suppose that, for a certain commitment a, a cheating prover can
respond to more than one challenge. If this is the case, then the prover could
generate two transcripts, and use the special soundness property to compute
a witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R.

Remark 2. The special honest-verifier zero-knowledge property implies that
an honest execution of the protocol does not reveal any information about x,
except that there exists w such that (x,w) ∈ R. This is because everything
that could be learned by inspecting a transcript (x, a, c, r) could also be
learned directly from x (without running the protocol), by first running the
simulator S(x, c) and then inspecting the simulated transcript.
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Figure 2: Example of two isomorphic graphs. An isomorphism is given by
the map φ that sends 1 to A, 2 to B, and so on.

1.2 Example Sigma protocol

We now give a classical example of a sigma protocol that allows to prove
knowledge of a graph isomorphism (i.e., a relabeling of the vertices that
turns one graph into an other see Fig. 2). More precicely, this is a sigma
protocol for the relation

R = {((G,H), φ)|φ is a graph isomorphism from G to H} .

We denote the vertex sets of G and H by V (G) and V (H), and the set of
edges of G and H by E(G) and E(H). The sigma protocol goes as follows:

• Commitment phase. The prover picks a random bijection ρ from
V (G) to a new vertex set V ′ = {1, . . . , l} of size l = |V (G)| = |V (H)|.
Then he computes a new set of edges

E ′ = {(ρ(x), ρ(y)) | ∀(x, y) ∈ E(G)} .

He sends the new graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) to the verifier.

• Challenge phase. The verifier chooses a random challenge bit c ∈
{0, 1} and sends it to the prover.

• Response phase. If c = 0 the prover sends ρ, otherwise the prover
sends ρ′ = ρ ◦ φ−1.

• Verification. The verifier accepts the proof if ρ(G) = G′ in case c = 0,
and he accepts if ρ′(H) = G′ in case c = 1.

Proving that this protocol satisfies the completeness, special soundness, and
honest-verifier zero-knowledge properties is left as an exercise (Exercise 2).
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Figure 3: The classic zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a graph isomor-
phism.

1.3 Fiat-Shamir transform

In these lecture notes, we are interested in sigma protocols because a sigma
protocol for a R that is hard on average can be converted into a secure signa-
ture algorithm (in the random oracle model) with the Fiat-Shamir transform.
We say a relation is hard on average if there exists an efficient instance gen-
erator Gen that outputs (x,w) ∈ R, such that it is computationally hard to,
given x, find a witness w′ (possibly, but not necessarily, equal to w) such
that (x,w) ∈ R.

Given a hash function H : {0, 1}? → C (modeled as a random oracle), a
hard instance generator Gen, and a sigma protocol Σ = (P1, P2, V2) with
an exponentially large challenge space one can construct a digital signature
scheme.1 The idea is to let the public key be a statement x, and let the
secret key be a corresponding witness w. To sign a message m, the signer
constructs a proof of knowledge of a witness for x. To verify the signature,
the verifier just checks if the proof is valid. The only problem is that the
sigma protocol is interactive, while we want our signature scheme to be non-
interactive. This is where the hash function H comes into play. Instead of
letting the verifier choose the challenge, we let the prover determine the chal-
lenge himself by hashing the message, the statement, and the commitment,
i.e., c← H(m,x, a). This removes all the interaction from the protocol, and
one can prove that if we model the hash function as a random oracle, then this
preserves the completeness, soundness and zero-knowledge properties of the
sigma protocol. Concretely, the signer outputs a signature σ = (a, r), where
the response r is obtained by running r ← P2(c), for c = H(m,x, a). To verify
a signature, the verifier recomputes c← H(m,x, a) and runs V2(x, a, c, r).

1Any sigma protocol can be amplified to a sigma protocol with an exponentially large
challenge space (see Exercise 1)
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KeyGen()

1: (x,w)← Gen()
2: return (pk = x, sk = (x,w))

Sign(m, sk)

1: a← P1(x,w)
2: c← H(m,x, a)
3: r ← P2(c)
4: return σ = (a, r)

Verify(m, pk, σ)

1: c← H(m,x, a)
2: return V2(x, a, c, r)

Figure 4: A Fiat-Shamir signature scheme, based on hard instance generator
Gen for the relation R, hash function H, and sigma protocol Σ = (P1, P2, V2)
for the same relation R.

A more detailed description of the Fiat-Shamir signature scheme is given in
Fig. 4.

One can prove that a signature scheme constructed in this way is EUF-CMA
secure. We only give a very rough sketch of the proof.

Theorem 1 (informal). If (R,Gen) is hard on average, and if Σ is a sigma
protocol as in Definition 1 with a challenge space C of exponential size, then
the signature scheme of Fig. 4 is EUF-CMA secure in the random oracle model.
Moreover, under mild assumptions on the sigma protocol, the signature is
also EUF-CMA secure in the quantum random oracle model.

ROM proof sketch. We want to show that if there exists an efficient algo-
rithm A that breaks the EUF-CMA security of the signature scheme, then
we can use this algorithm to break the hardness of (R,Gen). Suppose we
are given a statement x, and we are tasked with finding a witness w such
that (x,w) ∈ R. We then pretend that x is a public key, and we give this
public key to the EUF-CMA adversary A. If A can in polynomial time and
with noticeable probability produce forgeries of the form (m,σ) = (m, (a, c))
such that V2(x, a,H(m,x, a), r) = 1, then by using the forking lemma [11]
we can in polynomial time obtain two accepting transcripts (x, a, c, r) and
(x, a, c′, r′) with c 6= c′. Once we have two such transcripts we can use the
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special soundness property of Σ to recover a witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R,
so we can indeed use A to break the hardness of (R,Gen).

However, there still is a problem, namely that A can ask for signing queries,
which we need to answer without knowing a witness. To do this, we can
use the zero-knowledge simulator S of the sigma protocol Σ. If A asks for
a signature on the message m, then we use the zero-knowledge simulator to
generate a transcript (x, a, c, r). Then we reprogram the random oracle such
that H(m,x, a) outputs c, and we output (a, r) as a signature for m. Since
the output of S is indistinguishable from real executions of the protocol, the
adversary will still output valid forgeries with noticeable probability, even
when given these faked signatures (otherwise, A could be used to break the
zero-knowledge property of Σ.)

The proof in the quantum random oracle model is more complicated, but
under mild assumptions on the sigma protocol this can be done, see [7].

Remark 3 (Recoverable sigma protocols.). For many sigma protocols, it is
possible for valid transcripts to recompute a, given x, c, and r. If this is
the case, we say the sigma protocol is recoverable, and then the signer can
output (c, r) as signature instead of (a, r), which often leads to a smaller
signature size. Given a signature, the verifier then first recomputes a, and
checks that c = H(m,x, a) before checking V2(x, a, c, r). Since both signa-
tures contain the same information (you can compute a valid signature (a, r)
from a valid signature (c, r) and vice versa), this does not affect the security
of the signature scheme.

Remark 4. In theory, the sigma protocol for graph isomorphism can be turned
into a signature algorithm with the Fiat-Shamir transform. However, finding
graph isomorphisms can be done in quasi-polynomial time, so the graphs
would have to be very large to make the problem hard enough. This would
make the signatures very large and signing and verification operations very
slow.

2 SIDH-based signatures

In this section, we will discuss the SIDH-based signature scheme. Since this
signature scheme is built using the Fiat-Shamir framework, all we need to
do is describe which hard relation R is used, and how the sigma protocol
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for proving knowledge of the secret key works. If you are familiar with the
SIDH key exchange algorithm, then you are already familiar with the hard
relation R, because R consists exactly of the key pairs for the SIDH key
exchange (see Week 3). The sigma protocol was already given in the original
SIDH paper [5]. Yoo et al. [13] explicitly turned this sigma protocol into
a signature scheme with the Fiat-Shamir transform (as in Section 1), and
made an implementation of the sigma protocol. Independently, Galbraith et
al. [9] used the same approach.

SIDH signatures are closely related to the SIDH key exchange, and therefore
they are relatively easy to understand and implement, at least if you are
familiar with the SIDH key exchange. Unfortunately, we will see that the
sigma protocol has a binary challenge space, which means that the soundness
of the sigma protocol needs to be amplified by repeating the protocol λ times
to achieve λ bits of security (Exercise 1). This makes the SIDH signature
scheme less efficient than the SIDH key exchange.

2.1 The SIDH relation

The relation R consists of key pairs (pk, sk) for the SIDH key exchange,
therefore, if we believe the key exchange is secure, then this relation must be
hard on average (when the instances are generated as in the key exchange
protocol). More precisely, we fix a prime p of the form `e11 `

e2
2 f ± 1, where

`1, `2 are small primes (e.g., 2 and 3), and let E0(Fp2) be a supersingular
curve with (`e11 `

e2
2 f)2 Fp2-rational points, and let P0, Q0 be a basis for E0[`

e2
2 ].

Our relation is then defined as

R =

((E1, P1, Q1), S)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
S ∈ E0(Fp2) has order `e11
ϕ(P0) = P1, ϕ(Q0) = Q1, where
ϕ : E0 → E1 is the isogeny with kernel 〈S〉.

 .

Let Gen be an algorithm that generates elements in this relation as follows:
For a fixed E0, P0, Q0, the generator picks a cyclic subgroup of E0[`

e1
1 ] of order

`e11 with generator S uniformly at random and outputs ((E1 = E0/〈S〉, P1 =
ϕ(P0), Q1 = ϕ(Q0)), ϕ), where ϕ : E0 → E1 is the unique isogeny with kernel
〈S〉. Then we assume that given a random (E1, P1, Q1) produced by this
instance generator, it is hard to find an isogeny ϕ′ : E0 → E1 (possibly equal
to ϕ) of degree `e11 such that ϕ′(P0) = P1 and ϕ′(Q0) = Q1. In fact, we even
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believe that it is computationally hard to find any isogeny from E0 to E1,
regardless of its degree or its value at P0 and Q0.

2.2 The SIDH sigma protocol

Now we give the sigma protocol to prove knowledge of a secret key sk = S,
that corresponds to a public key pk = (E1, P1, Q1). The sigma protocol
is based on the same diagram that also underlies the SIDH key exchange
protocol:

E0 E1 = E0/〈S〉

E2 = E0/〈T 〉 E3 = E0/〈S, T 〉

ϕ

ψ ψ′

ϕ′

,

(1)

where ϕ, ϕ′, ψ, ψ′ are the isogenies with kernel 〈S〉, 〈ψ(S)〉, 〈T 〉, and 〈ϕ(T )〉
respectively. Concretely, the protocol goes as follows:

Commitment. To start the protocol, the prover picks a random α ∈ Z/`e22 Z,
and sets T = P0 + αQ0 ∈ E0[`

e2
2 ], and computes E2 = E0/〈T 〉, and E3 =

E0/〈T, S〉 (either by computing E1/〈ϕ(T )〉 or E2/〈ψ(S)〉). Then he sends
E2 and E3 to the verifier.

Challenge. The verifier picks a uniformly random challenge bit c ∈ {0, 1}
and sends it to the prover.

Response. If the challenge bit is 0, the prover responds with α. If the
challenge bit is 1, then the prover sends S ′ = ψ(S) to the verifier.

Verification. To verify a transcript with c = 0, the verifier computes T =
P0+αQ0 and T ′ = P1+αQ1 and accepts if and only if E2 = E0/〈T 〉 and that
E3 = E1/〈T ′〉. In the case c = 1 the verifier accepts the proof if E2/〈S ′〉 = E3.

Clearly, this protocol has the structure of a sigma protocol with a binary
challenge space C = {0, 1}. So if we can prove that the protocol has the com-
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Prover((E1, P1, Q1), S) Verifier(E1, P1, Q1)

α← Z/`e22 Z
T ← P0 + αQ0

T ′ ← P1 + αQ1

E2 ← E0/〈T 〉
E3 ← E1/〈T ′〉

(E2,E3)−−−−→
c← {0, 1}

c←−−−−

If c = 0:
α−−−−→

T ← P0 + αQ0

T ′ ← P1 + αQ1

E ′2 ← E0/〈T 〉
E ′3 ← E1/〈T ′〉
return(E2, E3) = (E ′2, E

′
3)

If c = 1:
ψ ← (E0 → E0/〈T 〉)
S ′ ← ψ(S)

S′
−−−−→

E ′3 ← E2/〈S ′〉
return E3 = E ′3

Figure 5: The SIDH sigma protocol.
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pleteness, special soundness, and the special honest-verifier zero-knowledge
properties from Definition 1, then we can use the Fiat-Shamir transform to
create a secure signature scheme. Unfortunately, there is a small hiccup, in
the sense that the protocol does not exactly have special soundness, but we
will see that it has relaxed special soundness, which is sufficient for our pur-
poses (i.e., using the Fiat-Shamir transform will still result in a secure sigma
protocol).

The correctness and the soundness can be proven unconditionally, but to
prove the honest-verifier zero-knowledge property we need to assume that
the following distinguishing problem is computationally hard.

Definition 2 (Decisional supersingular product problem (based on [5])). Let
p and E0 be as in the SIDH setting. Given a cyclic isogeny ϕ : E0 → E1

of degree `e11 , with kernel 〈S〉 the decisional supersingular product problem
(DSSP) asks to distinguish the following distributions:

• (E2, E3, ϕ
′), where (E2, E3, ϕ

′) is the bottom row of a random SIDH
diagram, i.e., for a randomly chosen T ∈ E0[`

e2
2 ], we have E2 = E0/〈T 〉,

E3 = E0/〈S, T 〉, and ϕ′ : E2 → E3 is the isogeny with kernel ψ(S),
where ψ : E0 → E2 is the isogeny with kernel 〈T 〉.

• (E2, E3, ϕ
′), where E2 is a randomly chosen elliptic curve with the same

cardinality as E0, and where ϕ′ : E2 → E3 is a uniformly random cyclic
isogeny of degree `e11 .

Lemma 2. The protocol from Fig. 5 has correctness and relaxed special
soundness (to be defined below). If the decisional supersingular product
problem is computationally hard, then the protocol is also computationally
honest-verifier zero-knowledge.

Proof. Completeness. If both parties follow the protcol, then in the case
c = 0 the verifier performs the same computation as the prover, so both
parties arrive at the same curves E2 and E3, so the verifier accepts. In the
case c = 1, the verifier computes ϕ′ : E2 → E ′3, and the prover computes
ψ′ : E1 → E3 as in Diagram 1, so E3 = E ′3 because the SIDH diagram
commutes (see Week 3).

Relaxed special soundness. We now prove that the sigma protocol has
relaxed special soundness, for a certain relaxed relation R′. Recall that the
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standard special soundness property says that from two valid transcripts with
the same commitment but different challenges, one can efficiently compute a
witness w. In our case this would mean that, given (E2, E3), α and S ′ ∈ E2

we can find S ∈ E0 such that (E1, P1, Q1) ∈ R. However, this is not quite the
case. Instead, we define a relaxed relation R′, such that from two transcripts
we can extract ω such that ((E1, P1, Q1, S) ∈ R′. We define the relaxed
relation as:

R′ = {((E1, P1, Q1), ω) | ω is an isogeny from E0 to E1.} .

That is, any (representation of an) isogeny from E0 to E1 is a valid witness,
regardless of its degree or its behavior on the `e22 torsion of E0. If we assume
this relaxed relation is still hard on average (we do), then the Fiat-Shamir
transform will be EUF-CMA secure if the sigma protocol has this relaxed spe-
cial soundness property. (Because if one could efficiently break the security of
the signature scheme, that would mean one could efficiently find an isogeny
from E0 to E1, which is believed to be hard.)

The proof of the relaxed soundness is rather straightforward. Given two
accepting transcripts ((E2, E2), c = 0, α) and ((E2, E2), c = 1, S ′) we know
an isogeny from E0 to E2 (with kernel 〈P0 +αQ0〉), we know an isogeny from
E2 to E3 (with kernel 〈S ′〉), and we know an isogeny from E3 to E1 (the dual
of the isogeny E1 → E3 with kernel 〈P1 +αQ1〉.) By simply composing these
three isogenies, we get a witness for the relaxed relation.

Honest-verifier zero-knowledge. To prove the honest-verifier zero-knowledge
property we must show that without knowledge of a witness, it is possible to
simulate transcripts of the protocol that look indistinguishable from honest
transcripts of the protocol. Simulating transcripts with c = 0 is easy because
even an honest prover doesn’t use his knowledge of the witness S. There-
fore the simulator can just do exactly the same thing as an honest prover,
which means that the transcripts are simulated perfectly. More precisely to
simulate a transcript with c = 0, the simulator picks a random α ∈ Z/`e22 Z,
and outputs the transcript ((E0/〈P0 +αQ0〉, E1/〈P1 +αQ1〉), c = 0, α). Sim-
ulating transcripts with c = 1 is slightly more complicated, and requires a
hardness assumption. To do this, the simulator samples a uniformly random
curve E? isogenous to E0 and E1 (for example, by doing a sufficiently long
isogeny walk starting from E0), samples a random point S? on E? of order
`e11 and outputs ((E?, E?/〈S?〉), c = 1, S?). These simulated transcripts do
not follow the same distributions as real transcripts (e.g. in real executions
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of the protocol there exists a cyclic isogeny ψ : E0 to E2 of degree `e22 , but it
is unlikely that such an isogeny exists from E0 to E? because there are only
(`2 + 1)`e2−12 such isogenies and there are roughly p/12 choices for E?.) How-
ever, distinguishing the simulated protocols from real protocols is exactly the
DSSP problem, so if we assume the DSSP problem is hard, then the protocol
is computationally zero-knowledge.

2.3 SIDH signatures

Now that we have proven correctness, relaxed soundness, and honest-verifier
zero-knowledge, we can amplify the soundness of the protocol by repeating it
in parallel λ times, and apply the Fiat-Shamir transform to create a digital
signature algorithm. A generalization of Theorem 1 says that if the isogeny
finding problem underlying SIDH, and the DSSP problem are computation-
ally hard, then the Fiat-Shamir transform will result in a EUF-CMA-secure
signature scheme.

2.3.1 Signature size and optimizations.

We can see that the sigma protocol is almost recoverable (Remark 3). In the
c = 0 case we can compute both E2 and E3 given α, and in the c = 1 case
we can compute E3 given E2 and S ′. If we include E2 in the response in the
case c = 1, then the sigma protocol becomes fully recoverable, so we can use
the generic optimization of Remark 3, as was done by Galbraith, Petit and
Silva [9].

In the basic Fiat-Shamir transform, the signature consists of λ commitments
{(E(i)

2 , E
(i)
3 )}i∈[λ], and λ responses {r(i)}i∈[λ], which are of the form r(i) =

α(i) ∈ Z/`e22 Z if c(i) = 0, and r(i) = S ′(i) ∈ E2[`
e1
1 ] if c(i) = 1. To reach a

security level λ, we put log p = 4λ, and `e11 ≈ `e11 ≈ p1/2. Each of the 2λ
curves in the commitment can be represented by its j-invariant, which is in
Fp2 , and the torsion points S ′(i) can be represented by a single coefficient
β ∈ Z/`e11 Z such that S ′(i) = P ? + [β]Q?, where (P ?, Q?) is some canonical
basis for E2[`

e1
1 ]. Therefore the average signature size of the basic signature

is

2λ log p2 +
1

2
(log `e22 + log `e11 ) = 18λ2 bits.
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In the optimized version (using the recoverability), the signature is of the

form σ = {c(i), r(i)}i∈[λ], where r(i) = α(i) if c(i) = 0, or r(i) = (E
(i)
2 , S ′(i)) if

c(i) = 1. Therefore, the average signature size is now

λ+
λ

2

(
log `e22 + log p2 + log `e11

)
= λ+ 6λ2 bits,

which is almost 3 times more compact than the basic signatures. (See Exer-
cise 3 to reduce the signature size even further.)

3 CRS/CSIDH-based signatures

In this section, we will discuss SeaSign and CSI-FiSh (pronounced seafish),
two CRS/CSIDH-based signature schemes. Historically, the SeaSign signa-
ture came first, but in these notes, we will explain the CSI-FiSh first, because
it is easier to understand, and reading about CSI-FiSh first, could improve
the understanding of SeaSign. Both signature schemes are based on recover-
able sigma protocols.

3.1 CSIDH relation

The SeaSign and CSI-FiSh protocols can be seen as sigma protocols for the
same relation, namely the set of valid key pairs for the CSIDH key exchange
algorithm. More precisely, fix a prime p of the form p = 4`1 · · · `r−1, for some
integer r, where the `i are distinct small odd primes, and we let E0/Fp be the
supersingular curve defined by Y 2 = X3 + X. Then the Fp-endomorphism
ring of E0 is isomorphic to Z(

√
−p). (Alternatively, one could equally well

choose CSURF parameters.) We assume that this class group is generated by
the r ideals of the form li = (`i,

√
−p−1) for i from 1 to r. Recall from week

3 (CSIDH) that the class group cl(Z(
√
−p)) acts freely and transitively on

the set E`` of Fp-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with endomorphism
ring Z(

√
−p), and that we can efficiently compute the action of the ideals

classes l1, · · · , lr, and their inverses. For a vector x ∈ Zr and E ∈ E`` we
define

[x]E :=

(
r∏
i=1

l
xi
i

)
? E ,
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where ? is the CSIDH action. We can now define the relation R as follows

R = {(E,x) ∈ E``× Zr | [x]E0 = E} .

GAIP. The group action inverse problem (GAIP) asks, given E = [x]E0

to compute x′ ∈ Zr (possibly different from x) such that [x′]E0 = E. We
assume that this problem is hard on average, when E is chosen uniformly
at random in E``, or when it is chosen of the form [x]E0, for x chosen
uniformly at random from a large enough box {−B, . . . , B}r (large enough
means (2B + 1)r ≈ √p). As discussed in Section 1, if GAIP is indeed hard
on average for one of these distributions, then a sigma protocol for R can be
turned into a secure signature scheme.

We now describe the CSI-FiSh and SeaSign sigma protocols for the relation
R. The CSI-FiSh protocol is simpler and more efficient in practice than
the SeaSign protocol, but it requires knowledge of the structure of the class
group cl(Z(

√
−p)) and the relations between the ideal classes li. This is

a big disadvantage because computing this information is computationally
expensive2 (see Week 1 on the class group computations), so CSI-FiSh can
only be used for small parameters. The SeaSign protocol does not require
knowledge of the class group, and can thus be used at higher security levels.

3.2 CSI-FiSh sigma protocol

[For a lack of a better name, I will call the first protocol the CSI-FiSh proto-
col, even though a variant was already known well before the CSI-FiSh paper.
It is a straightforward generalization of the graph isomorphism protocol from
Section 1.2 and was already described in the CRS setting by Rostovstev and
Stolubonov [12], and in more detail by de Feo and Galbraith in the CSIDH
setting [4]. An optimization op the protocol that uses quadratic twists was
added to the protocol in the CSI-Fish paper [1].]

In this section, we assume for simplicity that the class group cl(Z(
√
−p)) is

cyclic with a generator g of known order N , 3 and that we know the discrete

2The class groups can be computed in quantum polynomial time, so CSI-FiSh could be
used at higher security levels if anyone with access to a quantum computer is willing to
compute a class group and publish the result (which can be verified efficiently, Exercise 4).

3All the results generalize to the more general case where the class group is not neces-
sarily cyclic
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logarithms a1, . . . , ak of the ideal classes l1, . . . , lr with respect to g. This
includes the case of the CSIDH-512 parameter set, proposed by Castryck et
al. [3], with r = 74, and where the first 73 small primes `1, . . . , `73 are the
first 73 odd primes, and where `74 = 587. For this prime, the class group was
computed by Beullens, Kleinjung, and Vercauteren [1]. It turned out that
the class group is cyclic of order

N = 254652442229484275177030186010639202161620514305486423592570860975597611726191 ,

and that the class of the first ideal l1 = (3,
√
−p−1) = g is a generator of the

entire class group. The discrete logarithms of the remaining li with i > 1, as
well as a reduced basis for the relation lattice can be found here.

Given an integer x ∈ Z/NZ and a curve E ∈ E`` we want to compute
the action of gx on E. Naively computing the action of g a total of x times
would require an exponential amount of time, so this is not efficient. Instead,
since we know the discrete logarithms ai such that gai = li for all i from
1 to r, we can use lattice algorithms to find a short vector x ∈ Zr such
that

∑r
i=1 aixi = x mod N . Once we have such a vector we can evaluate

[x]E efficiently. Asymptotically, this could be inefficient, because the lattice
algorithms are too low or produce vectors that are too large, but in practice
(at least for the CSIDH-512 parameter set) this is not a problem: for CSIDH-
512 the lattice algorithms are much faster than the isogeny computations, and
the resulting vector x is close to optimal. In total, computing the action of gx

on E ∈ E`` for a random x ∈ Z/NZ is only 15% slower than computing [x]E
for a random x ∈ [−5, 5]74 (which is done in the CSIDH-512 key exchange
protocol). For more details, we refer to [1].

With these details out of the way, we effectively have a group action from
Z/NZ on E`` (instead of a group action from Zr). With a mild abuse of
notation, we denote the action of x ∈ Z/NZ on E ∈ E`` also by [x]E.
Figure 6 shows the CSI-FiSh sigma protocol, which is an adaptation of the
sigma protocol for graph isomorphism to this group action (replacing the
action of Sn on graphs of order n by the action of Z/NZ on E``). However, a
difference is that we can make the challenge space slightly larger ({−1, 0, 1}
instead of {0, 1}), by exploiting the fact that if Et is the quadratic twist of
E = [x]E0, then Et is Fp-isomorphic to [−x]E0. (See Lemma 5 of [2] for
a proof.) We leave the proof that this sigma protocol is complete, special
sound and honest-verifier zero-knowledge as an exercise (Exercise 5).
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Prover((E, x)) Verifier(E)

b← Z/NZ
E ′ ← [b]E0

E′
−−−−−→

c← {−1, 0, 1}
c←−−−−

r ← b− cx
r−−−−→

If c = −1:
return E ′ = [r]Et

If c = 0:
return E ′ = [r]E0

If c = 1:
return E ′ = [r]E

Figure 6: The CSI-FiSh sigma protocol.

3.3 CSI-FiSh signatures

The CSI-FiSh (Commutative Supersingular Isogeny Fiat-Shamir) signature
scheme is obtained by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform to the sigma pro-
tocol of Fig. 6, after amplifying the soundness. Since the base sigma protocol
has a challenge space of size 3, we need to repeat the protocol k = dλ/ log 3e
times to get λ bits of security. Note that the sigma protocol is recoverable,
so by applying the optimization from Remark 3 a signature is of the form
σ = {c(i), r(i)}i∈[k]. For λ bits of classical security, we need N ≈ 22λ, so the
total signature size is

k(2 + 2λ) ≈ 1.26λ2 bits .

This is already more compact than the SIDH signatures, but this can be
reduced by a lot at the cost of increasing the size of the public keys:

Protocol with larger challenge space. In a nutshell, the idea is that
instead of letting your public key be a single curve E, we let the public key
consist of S curves E1 = [x1]E0, . . . , ES = [xS]E0. The new sigma protocol
is similar to that of Fig. 6, but has a challenge space {−S, . . . , S} (of size
2S + 1), and in response to challenge c, the prover sends a response r, such
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that [r]Ec = E ′ if (c ≥ 0), or such that [r]Et
−c = E ′ in case c ≤ 0. One can

check that this is a correct and honest-verifier zero-knowledge sigma protcol
for the relation

RS = {((E1, . . . , ES), (x1, . . . , xS)) | [xi]E0 = Ei ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , S}} .

Moreover, this protocol has relaxed special soundness for the relaxed relation

R′S =
{

((E1, . . . , ES), (x1, i, j))
∣∣ ([x]Ei = Ej ∨ [x]Ei = Et

j) ∧ i 6= j
}
,

because given two accepting transcripts of the protocol, one can recover x
such that [x]Ei = Ej or [x]Ei = Et

j for some i 6= j ∈ {0, . . . , S}. One
can prove that breaking the relaxed relation is equally hard as breaking
the group action inverse problem (GAIP). This means that applying the
Fiat-Shamir protocol to the new sigma protocol results in a secure signature
scheme. (Because if someone could forge signatures, they could solve GAIP,
which is assumed to be difficult). The advantage of this sigma protocol is
that the challenge space is larger, so the protocol only needs to be repeated
λ/ log(2S+1) times. The signature size of the new signature is approximately

2

log(2S + 1)
λ2 bits .

However, the size of the public key is now 4Sλ. So the parameter S gives a
trade-off between small signatures (large S) and small public keys (small S).
For more details (and a technique based on Merkle trees to reduce the size
of the public key) we refer to the CSI-FiSh or SeaSign papers [4, 1].

3.4 SeaSign sigma protocol

If the structure of the class group of Z(
√
−p) is not known, then we cannot

efficiently compute the action of Z/NZ on E``, so we can not directly use the
CSI-FiSh protocol. The naive way to solve this problem would be to just work
with the action of Zr instead: To prove knowledge of x such that E = [x]E0,
the prover picks b ∈ [−B,B]r uniformly at random and sends [b]E0 to the
verifier, who responds with a challenge c ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and then the prover
sends his response r = b + cx. Unfortunately, this sigma protocol is not
zero-knowledge, because in the case c = 1, the response is biased towards
−x, and if c = −1, the response is biased towards x. After observing a
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number of executions of the protocol, an attacker could just compute the
average of −cr to get a good estimate of x.

In the CSI-FiSh case we chose b uniformly at random, so the response r =
b + cx mod N does not reveal information about x. In the new protocol,
since Zr is infinite, we can not choose b uniformly at random, so the response
r = b + cx leaks information about x.

If the problem is that b is not uniform enough, maybe we can solve the prob-
lem by making it “more uniform”, i.e., by sampling b from a box [−δB, δB]r,
which is larger than the box [−B,B]r from which the secret x is sampled.
The hope is that if δB is much larger than B, then the distribution of b + x
is close to the distribution of b, so it does not leak information about x. Un-
fortunately, to make the two distributions indistinguishable δB would need
to be exponentially larger than B. This is a no-go because then evaluating
the action of [b]E0 would take an exponential amount of time.

However the following observation can help us: The response r = b + cx
can take values in [−(δ + 1)B, (δ + 1)B], but r only leaks information about
x if it is close to the boundary of this box. For example, if in the c = 1
case one of the coefficients of ri is equal to −(δ + 1)B, then this reveals
that xi = −B. Conversely, if r is sufficiently far away from the boundary,
then it does not leak information: If r ∈ [−δB, δB]r (which happens with

probability
(

2(δ−1)B+1
2δB+1

)r
≈
(
1− 1

δ

)r
), then all values of x are possible, and

the probability of seeing the response r is independent of x, so r does not
reveal any information about x.

Using this observation, we can design a sigma protocol with aborts (intro-
duced by Lyubashevsky [10]) as follows: we pick δ large enough such that
with reasonably large probability (e.g. at least 1/2), the response r lies in the
“safe” box [−δB, δB]r. Before the prover sends a response r it first checks if
r lies in [−δB, δB]r. If this is the case, then the prover sends the response
to the verifier, and otherwise, the prover aborts the sigma protocol to avoid
leaking information. This way, we guarantee that the responses do not leak
any information about x.

The protocol is summarized in Fig. 7. We can prove that the protocol aborts
with probability ε close to 1−

(
1− 1

δ

)r
, that the protocol is correct (i.e. if in

an honest execution the prover does not abort, then the verifier will accept.),
that the protocol has special soundness, and that the protocol has non-abort
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Prover((E,x)) Verifier(E)

b← [−δB, δB]r

E ′ ← [b]E0
E′

−−−−−→
c← {−1, 0, 1}

c←−−−−
r← b− cx
If r 6∈ [−(δ−1)B, (δ−1)B]r:

Prover aborts
r−−−−→

If c = −1:
return E ′ = [r]Et

If c = 0:
return E ′ = [r]E0

If c = 1:
return E ′ = [r]E

Figure 7: The SeaSign sigma protocol with abort.

honest verifier zero-knowledge, meaning that non-aborting transcripts of the
protocol can be simulated without knowledge of x.

3.5 SeaSign signatures.

Just like with a normal sigma protocol, the soundness of a sigma protocol
with abort can be amplified by repeating the protocol k = dλ/ log 3e times
in parallel. However, this increases the probability of an abort from ε to
1−(1−ε)k. We can choose δ = kr, such that the probability that none of the
k repetitions of the sigma protocols abort is approximately (1− 1

δ
)kr ≈ 1/e.

Then, we can transform the amplified sigma protocol into a signature scheme
with the Fiat-Shamir transform. If during the generation of a signature the
prover aborts, then the signer can just restart the signing algorithm. As long
as the success probability is not too small (e.g., ≈ 1/e if δ = kr) the signing
algorithm will succeed after a reasonable number of attempts.

The technique of using multiple curves as public key, which we described
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in Section 3.3 can also be used to reduce the signature size of SeaSign (at
the cost of larger signatures). In fact, this technique was introduced in the
SeaSign paper, before the CSI-FiSh paper was written.

Faster SeaSign. Note that if c = 0, then the response is just r = b,
which does not leak information about x. Therefore, the prover does not
need to abort if r lies outside of the “safe” box [−(δ − 1)B, (δ − 1)B]r.
This optimization reduces the rate of aborts, which means we can reduce δ,
which in turn makes the signing algorithms faster (and the signatures slightly
smaller). This optimization was described in a paper by Decru, Panny, and
Vercauteren [6], along with some additional optimizations which are beyond
the scope of these notes. The interested reader is encouraged to go read [6]
nonetheless.

Exercises

Exercise 1. Prove that if there exists a sigma protcol Σ for a relation R
with challenge space C of size x ≥ 2, then for any x′ ≥ 2 there exists a sigma
protocol Σ′ for the same relation with a challenge space of size x′, with a
factor dlogx(x

′)e overhead over Σ.

Exercise 2. Prove that the sigma protocol for graph isomorphism from Sec-
tion 1.2 is correct, special sound and honest-verifier zero-knowledge.

Exercise 3 (Reduce size of SIDH signatures). The SIDH signatures in [9]
and in these lecture notes have a signature size of approximately 6λ2 bits,
where λ is the security level. Design a variant of the SIDH signature scheme
with a signature size of less than 5λ2 bits.

Hint 1:

Observethataresponsetochallengec=0ismuchshorter
thanaresponsetoachallengec=1.

Hint 2:

Thereare2
nH(γ)−o(n)binarystringoflengthnwithhamming

weightboundedbyγn,whereH(γ)=−γlogγ−(1−γ)log(1−γ)
isthebinaryentropyfunction.

Congratulations, you improved the state-of-the-art of SIDH signatures!

Exercise 4. Use Sage or Magma to verify that the class number N and
the discrete logarithms given by Beullens, Kleinjung, and Vercauteren [1] are
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correct (assuming that the li generate the entire class group).

Exercise 5. Prove that the CSI-FiSh protocol from Fig. 6 is correct, special
sound and honest-verifier zero-knowledge. You can use the fact that the class
number N is known to be odd.

Exercise 6. Find typos and or mistakes in the lecture notes and send them
to me so that I can make corrections.

I thank Simon-Phillipp Merz and Mickaël Montessinos for sending solutions
to Exercise 6.
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